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DETAILED ACTION

1. This action is responsive to communications: application, filed 09/27/01

.

2. Claims 1-22 are pending in the case. Claims 1, 8, 12, 15-17, and 20-22 are

independent claims.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by

another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent

granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the

applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section

351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States

only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)

of such treaty in the English language.

4. Claims 1, 3, and 7-22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated

by Kanno et al., US Patent Number 6,526,424, filed March 23, 1998, issued February

25, 2003 (hereinafter "Kanno").

Independent claim 1 cites: A method of establishing a navigation mark with

respect to a web page, comprising the steps of: retrieving the web page from a server;

Kanno teaches the use of a web browser including a bookmark processing unit to

extend bookmark functions of the web browser (Col. 9, 1. 62-Col. 10, 1. 1 1). It is inherent

in the disclosure of Kanno that a web browser includes functionality for retrieving a web

page from a server on the Internet.
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Claim 1 also cites: establishing an entry for the retrieved web page in a visited list

maintained at a web navigation tool;

Kanno teaches the storage of a bookmark data file for the user for storage of bookmark

information for a displayed web page (Col. 10, 1. 20-32).

Claim 1 also cites: displaying the retrieved web page on the web navigation tool;

Kanno teaches the display of retrieved HTML pages on the browser (Col. 10, 1. 1-5).

Claim 1 also cites: using a pointing device to designate a location within the

displayed web page; and

Kanno teaches input via a web browser with a keyboard or a mouse to designate a

location within a web page (Col. 9, 1. 50-55).

Claim 1 further cites: storing an indication the designated location in association

with the entry for the retrieved web page in the visited list

Kanno teaches an image display bookmark system in which the web browser displays a

page corresponding to a selected stored bookmark thumbnail image (Col. 11,1. 23-33).

The image is displayed at a predetermined position by the bookmark display controlling

unit, and the user can freely change the display position of each image by dragging it

with the mouse. These image bookmarks are stored in a folder (Col. 11,1. 5-20).

Kanno teaches a process of storing a designated location within a document where data

of an active display window is captured, the page display area is represented by a

variable of pixels, converted into an image which may comprise part of the original page

(Col. 16, 1. 41 -Col. 17, 1. 65). The coordinates of the field are stored in the bookmark
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data file. These values are used to retrieve the bookmarked page location depicted in

the thumbnail image.

Claim 3 cites: The method of claim 1, wherein the indication of the designated

location includes data indicative of an HTML object included in the web page.

Kanno teaches a bookmarking process where a bookmark data file stores the title and

URL of a web page as well as an indication of a specific location within a web page

(Col. 18, I. 54-Col. 19, I. 6).

Claim 7 cites: The method of claim 1, wherein the pointing device is a mouse.

Kanno teaches input via a web browser with a keyboard or a mouse to designate a

location within a web page (Col. 9, 1. 50-55).

Independent claim 8 cites: A method of selecting a portion of a web page
<

for display, comprising the steps of: (a) providing an indication of an address of

the web page;

Kanno teaches that the web page display controlling unit sends the URL obtained from

the bookmark to the web browser and requests the browser to access and display the

web page (Col. 10, 1. 48-51).

Claim 8 also cites: (b) in response to step (a) displaying a thumbnail

representation of the web page, the thumbnail representation including a mark

indicative of a particular location in the web page;

Kanno teaches an image display bookmark system where a bookmark display screen is

displayed with folders containing a plurality of bookmarks showing reduced images of

web pages in the image display portion (Col. 10, 1. 65-Col. 11, 1. 21). The bookmark
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registering unit can capture an entire page, or any part of the page including the active

screen (Col. 16, 1. 56-59). Therefore, the thumbnail representation is a reduced image

of the active screen of a web page. The page information, i.e., text or images, depicted

in the thumbnail image of the active screen comprises a "mark" which visually indicates

the user's bookmarked location in the web page.

Claim 8 further cites: (c) selecting the mark; and (d) in response to step (c),

retrieving the web page from a server and displaying the particular location in the web

page.

Kanno teaches an image display bookmark system where a bookmark display screen is

displayed with folders containing a plurality of bookmarks showing reduced images of

web pages in the image display portion (Col. 10, 1. 65-Col. 11,1. 21). The bookmark

registering unit can capture an entire page, or any part of the page including the active

screen (Col. 16, 1. 56-59). Thus the user may have multiple reduced images of different

active screens in the same web page. These thumbnail images represent a mark

depicting a location within a page. When the user clicks the image bookmark on the

image display portion, the browser accesses the URL of the bookmark corresponding to

the image and displays the page corresponding to the selected image (Col. 11,1. 23-

33). Kanno teaches that an image bookmark can be registered so that it correlates to

the image of the page displayed by the browser. When the user selects a bookmark

that is displayed in such a manner that it correlates to an image of a page, a page

corresponding to the bookmark can be displayed on the screen (Col. 8, 1. 28-31).

Specifically, the browser display unit displays the image of the obtained page on the
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screen, corresponding to the bookmark (Col. 8, 1. 19-23), thus displaying a particular

location in the web page corresponding to the bookmark image.

Claim 9 cites: The method of claim 8, wherein step (a) includes placing a cursor

in a locus of a hyperlink which corresponds to the web page.

Kanno teaches that when the user clicks on one of the images displayed in the image

display portion on the bookmark display screen with the mouse, the page display

controlling unit reads a URL from the record corresponding to the image of the

bookmark data file based on the display coordinates of the image (Col. 19, 1. 15-20).

The page display unit then sends the URL to the browser.

Claim 10 cites: The method of claim 8, wherein step (c) includes using a pointing

device.

Kanno teaches input via a web browser with a mouse to designate a location within a

web page (Col. 9, 1. 50-55) and the user clicks on the image bookmark.

Claim 1 1 cites: The method of claim 10, wherein step (c) includes clicking a

mouse button.

Kanno teaches input via a web browser with a mouse to designate a location within a

web page (Col. 9, 1. 50-55) and the user clicks on the image bookmark.

Independent claim 12 cites: A method of selecting a portion of a web page for

display, comprising the steps of: displaying an indicia that represents a web page;

Kanno teaches an image display bookmark system where a bookmark display screen is

displayed with folders containing a plurality of bookmarks showing reduced images of

web pages in the image display portion (Col. 10, 1. 65-Col. 11, 1. 21). The bookmark
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registering unit can capture an entire page, or any part of the page including the active

screen (Col. 16, 1. 56-59). Thus the user may have multiple reduced images of different

active screens in the same web page. These thumbnail images are indicia representing

a web page.

Claim 12 also cites: selecting a portion of the indicia;

The bookmark registering unit disclosed by Kanno can capture an entire page, or any

part of the page including the active screen (Col. 16, 1. 56-59). Thus the user may have

multiple reduced images of different active screens in the same web page. These

thumbnail images are indicia representing a web page. When the user clicks the image

bookmark on the image display portion, the browser accesses the URL of the bookmark

corresponding to the image and displays the page corresponding to the selected image

(Col. 11,1. 23-33) allowing the user to select a portion of the indicia or thumbnail

images.

Claim 12 also cites: in response to the selection of the portion of the indicia,

retrieving the web page from a server and displaying a particular location the web page,

wherein the particular location corresponds to the selected portion of the indicia.

The bookmark registering unit can capture an entire page, or any part of the page

including the active screen (Col. 16, 1. 56-59). Thus the user may have multiple reduced

images of different active screens in the same web page. These thumbnail images are

indicia representing a web page. When the user clicks the image bookmark on the

image display portion, the browser accesses the URL of the bookmark corresponding to

the image and displays the web page display area corresponding to the selected image
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(Col. 11,1. 23-33) allowing the user to select a particular location of a web page for

display, corresponding to the indicia. Kanno teaches that an image bookmark can be

registered so that it correlates to the image of the page displayed by the browser.

When the user selects a bookmark that is displayed in such a manner that it correlates

to an image of a page, a page corresponding to the bookmark can be displayed on the

screen (Col. 8, 1. 28-31). Specifically, the browser display unit displays the image of the

obtained page on the screen, corresponding to the bookmark (Col. 8, 1. 19-23), thus

displaying a particular location in the web page corresponding to the bookmark image.

Claim 13 cites: The method of claim 12, wherein the indicia includes a thumbnail

representation of the web page.

Kanno teaches an image display bookmark system where a bookmark display screen is

displayed with folders containing a plurality of bookmarks showing reduced images of

web pages in the image display portion (Col. 10, 1. 65-Col. 11, 1. 21). A reduced image

is also known as a thumbnail representation.

Claim 14 cites: The method of claim 13, wherein the selected portion of the

indicia is a location mark included in the thumbnail representation of the web page.

The bookmark registering unit disclosed by Kanno can capture a thumbnail

representation of an entire page, or any part of the page including the active screen

(Col. 16, 1. 56-59). The image of the active screen comprises a location mark, in that

the text and image information depicted in the image shows the user the specific

location of that information within the web page.
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Independent claim 1 5 cites: Apparatus for establishing a navigation mark with

respect to a web page, comprising: a memory; and a processor connected to the

memory and programmed to: retrieve the web page from a server;

Kanno teaches a data storing unit and bookmark processing unit connected to a CPU

connected to the Internet and web browser to retrieve web pages from a server (Col. 9,

I. 32-Col. 10, I. 51).

Claim 1 5 also cites: establish an entry for the retrieved web page in a visited list;

Kanno teaches storing information for a page displayed by a web browser in the

bookmark data file (Col. 10, 1. 22-25).

Claim 15 also cites: cause the retrieved web page to be displayed;

Kanno teaches that the web page display controlling unit accesses the URL registered

in the bookmark data file, obtains an HTML document of the page registered to the

bookmark and sends the page to the web browser to be displayed on the display unit

(Col. 10, 1. 37-47).

Claim 15 also cites: receive a signal from a pointing device to designate a

location within the displayed web page; and

Kanno teaches input via a web browser with a keyboard or a mouse to designate a

location within* a web page (Col. 9, I. 50-55).

Claim 15 also cites: store an indication of the designated location in association

with the entry for the retrieved web page in the visited list

Kanno teaches a bookmark registering system which can capture a thumbnail

representation of an entire page, or any part of the page including the active screen
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(Col. 16, 1. 56-59). The image of the active screen comprises a location mark, in that

the text and image information depicted in the image shows the user the specific

location of that information within the web page. Thus it is an indication of the location

designated by the user. Kanno teaches that the bookmark data file stores the image of

a web page and the URL for the web page (Col. 10, 1. 22-51). Both are stored in the

visited list, or bookmark data file.

Independent claim 16 cites: Apparatus for selecting a portion of a web page for

display, comprising: a memory; and a processor connected to the memory and

programmed to: receive a signal indicating an address of the web page;

Kanno teaches a data storing unit and bookmark processing unit connected to a CPU

connected to the Internet and web browser to retrieve web pages from a server (Col. 9,

I. 32-Col. 10, 1. 51). Kanno teaches an automatic traveling unit which is part of the

bookmark image display system; the automatic traveling unit travels all the web pages

corresponding to all bookmarks and updates the existing reduced images and titles to

show the content of the updated web pages (Col. 19, 1. 37-64), thus the processor

receives a signal indicating the address of the web pages at user determined intervals.

Claim 16 also cites; in response to the received signal, cause a thumbnail

representation of the web page to be displayed, the thumbnail representation including

a mark indicative of a particular location in the web page;

Kanno teaches an automatic traveling unit which is part of the bookmark image display

system; the automatic traveling unit travels all the web pages corresponding to all

bookmarks and updates the existing reduced images and titles to the current ones
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corresponding to the content of the bookmarked web pages (Col. 19, 1. 37-64), thus in

response to the signal received, the thumbnail image of the web page is updated,

including the image information which is indicative of the particular location in the web

page. The updated thumbnail image is displayed to the user in the bookmark file (Col.

20, 1. 47-53). The user could have a series of thumbnail images of different locations in

the same web page, each indicative of a particular location within the page.

Claim 16 further cites: receive a signal selecting the mark; and in response to

the received mark selection signal, retrieve the web page from a server and cause to be

displayed the particular location in the web page.

When the user clicks the image on the image display portion of the bookmark system,

selecting the mark, the browser accesses the web site of the URL of the bookmark

corresponding to the image through the Internet (Col. 11,1. 23-28). Kanno teaches that

an image bookmark can be registered so that it correlates to the image of the page

displayed by the browser. When the user selects a bookmark that is displayed in such

a manner that it correlates to an image of a page, a page corresponding to the

bookmark can be displayed on the screen (Col. 8, 1. 28-31). Specifically, the browser

display unit displays the image of the obtained page on the screen, corresponding to the

bookmark (Col. 8, 1. 19-23), thus displaying a particular location in the web page

corresponding to the bookmark image.

In regard to pending independent claim 17 and its dependent claims 18 and 19,

pending claim 17 and dependent claims 18 and 19 reflect the apparatus for selecting a
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portion of a web page for display used for performing the methods as claimed in

pending claims 12-14, respectively, and are rejected along the same rationale.

Independent claim 20 cites: A computer program product comprising: a medium

readable by a computer, the computer readable medium having computerprogram

code adapted to: retrieve a web page from a server;

Kanno teaches a data storing unit and bookmark processing unit connected to a CPU

connected to the Internet and web browser to retrieve web pages from a server (Col. 9,

I. 32-Col. 10, I. 51).

Claim 20 also cites; establish an entry for the retrieved web page in a visited list;

Kanno teaches a bookmark registering system which can capture a thumbnail

representation of an entire page, or any part of the page including the active screen

(Col. 16, 1. 56-59). Kanno teaches that the bookmark data file of the registering system

stores the image of a web page and the URL for the web page (Col. 10, 1. 22-51). Both

are entered in the visited list, or bookmark data file.

Claim 20 also cites: cause the retrieved web page to be displayed;

Kanno teaches that the image of the obtained page is displayed on the screen when the

bookmark is selected (Col. 8, 1. 25-31).

Claim 20 also cites; receive a signal from a pointing device to designate a

location within the displayed web page;

When the user scrolls to a location within the web page using the mouse (Col. 9, 1. 54-

55), designating a location within the displayed web page, Kanno teaches that the user

may cause the image bookmark system to register a bookmark, causing the reduced
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image of the page as displayed in the browser to be stored in the bookmark data file

(Col. 10, 1. 22-29).

Claim 20 also cites; store an indication of the designated location in association

with the entry for the retrieved web page in the visited list

When the user scrolls to a location within the web page using the mouse (Col. 9, 1. 54-

55), designating a location within the displayed web page, Kanno teaches that the user

may cause the image bookmark system to register a bookmark, causing the reduced

image of the page as displayed in the browser to be stored in the bookmark data file

(Col. 10, I. 22-29).

Independent claim 21 cites: A computer program product comprising: a medium

readable by a computer, the computer readable medium having computerprogram

code adapted to: receive a signal indicating an address of a web page;

Kanno teaches a data storing unit and bookmark processing unit connected to a CPU

connected to the Internet and web browser to retrieve web pages from a server (Col. 9,

I. 32-Col. 10, 1. 51). Kanno teaches an automatic traveling unit which is part of the

bookmark image display system; the automatic traveling unit travels all the web pages

corresponding to all bookmarks and updates the existing reduced images and titles to

show the content of the updated web pages (Col. 19, 1. 37-64), thus the processor

receives a signal indicating the address of the web pages at user determined intervals.

Claim 21 also cites: in response to the received signal, cause a thumbnail

representation of the web page to be displayed, the thumbnail representation including

a mark indicative of a particular location in the web page;
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Kanno teaches an automatic traveling unit which is part of the bookmark image display

system; the automatic traveling unit travels all the web pages corresponding to all

bookmarks and updates the existing reduced images and titles to the current ones

corresponding to the content of the bookmarked web pages (Col. 19, 1. 37-64), thus in

response to the signal received, the thumbnail image of the web page is updated,

including the image information which is indicative of the particular location in the web

page. The updated thumbnail image is displayed to the user in the bookmark file (Col.

20, 1. 47-53). The user could have a series of thumbnail images of different locations in

the same web page, each indicative of a particular location within the page.

Claim 21 also cites; receive a signal selecting the mark; and in response to the

received mark selection signal, retrieve the web page from a server and cause to be

displayed the particular location in the web page.

When the user clicks the image on the image display portion of the bookmark system,

selecting the mark, the browser accesses the web site of the URL of the bookmark

corresponding to the image through the Internet (Col. 11,1. 23-28). Kanno teaches that

an image bookmark can be registered so that it correlates to the image of the page

displayed by the browser. When the user selects a bookmark that is displayed in such

a manner that it correlates to an image of a page, a page corresponding to the

bookmark can be displayed on the screen (Col. 8, 1. 28-31). Specifically, the browser

display unit displays the image of the obtained page on the screen, corresponding to the

bookmark (Col. 8, 1. 19-23), thus displaying a particular location in the web page

corresponding to the bookmark image.
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Independent claim 22 cites; A computer program product comprising: a medium

readable by a computer, the computer readable medium having computer program

code adapted to: cause to be displayed an indicia that represents a web page;

Kanno teaches a computer program stored on the processing unit which is a bookmark

registering unit. The bookmark registering unit of the bookmark image system can

capture a thumbnail representation of an entire page, or any part of the page including

the active screen (Col. 16, 1. 56-59). The thumbnail image of the active screen

comprises an indicia which represents a web page, and is displayed within a browser.

Claim 22 also cites: receive a signal indicating selection of a portion of the

indicia; in response to the received signal, retrieve the web page from a server and

cause to be displayed a particular location in the web page, wherein the particular

location corresponds to the selected portion of the indicia.

When the user clicks the image on the image display portion of the bookmark system,

selecting the indicia, the browser accesses the web site of the URL of the bookmark

corresponding to the image through the Internet (Col. 11,1. 23-28). Kanno teaches that

an image bookmark can be registered so that it correlates to the image of the page

displayed by the browser. When the user selects a bookmark that is displayed in such

a manner that it correlates to an image of a page, a page corresponding to the

bookmark can be displayed on the screen (Col. 8, 1. 28-31). Specifically, the browser

display unit displays the image of the obtained page on the screen, corresponding to the

bookmark (Col. 8, 1. 19-23), thus displaying a particular location in the web page

corresponding to the bookmark image.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1 . The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 1 02 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

2. Claims 2 and 4-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Kanno et al., US Patent Number 6,526,424, filed March 23, 1998, issued February

25, 2003 (hereinafter "Kanno") in view of Robertson et al., US Patent Number

6,486,895, filed September 8, 1995, issued November 26, 2002 (hereinafter

"Robertson").

Claim 2 cites: The method of claim 1, wherein the indication of the designated

location includes data indicative of an offset from a beginning of the web page.

While Kanno teaches a bookmark registering process where data of an active display

window is captured, Kanno does not explicitly teach the use of data indicative of an

offset from a beginning of the web page. Robertson teaches a display system for

displaying lists of linked documents in the form of a web book, in which web pages are

converted into page objects and content is rendered on a resizable plane (Col. 7, 1. 65 -

Col. 8, 1. 23). The data structure for a page object includes a content part containing

line oriented information about the content of the page including the HTML specification,

spatial location of each line, scaling information, margin information, and information

about selectable regions (links) (Col. 8, 1. 41-48). The spatial location of each line

constitutes data indicative of an offset from a beginning of the web page. It would have
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been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine the

image display bookmark system taught by Kanno with the web book document display

system with the page object data structure taught by Robertson, so that the user could

store a bookmark marking a specific location within a web page, resulting in a location

specific bookmark and easier navigation to a location within a web page.

Claim 4 cites: The method of claim 1, wherein the indication of the designated

location includes data indicative of a paragraph of the web page.

While Kanno teaches a bookmark registering process where data of an active display

window is captured, Kanno does not explicitly teach the use of data indicative of an

offset from a beginning of the web page. Robertson teaches a display system for

displaying lists of linked documents in the form of a web book, in which web pages are

converted into page objects and content is rendered on a resizable plane (Col. 7, 1. 65 -

Col. 8, 1. 23). The data structure for a page object includes a content part containing

line oriented information about the content of the page including the HTML specification,

spatial location of each line, scaling information, margin information, and information

about selectable regions (links) (Col. 8, 1. 41-48). The information is used to render

page content consistent with the HTML specification (Col. 8, I. 47-49).

The HTML specification for the page contains data indicative of a paragraph of

the web page. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention to combine the image display bookmark system taught by Kanno with

the web book document display system with the page object data structure with HTML

specification taught by Robertson, so that the user could store a bookmark marking a
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specific paragraph within a web page, resulting in a paragraph specific bookmark and

easier navigation to a paragraph within a web page.

Claim 5 cites: The method of claim 1, wherein the indication of the designated

location includes data indicative of a tag included in the web page.

While Kanno teaches a bookmark registering process where data of an active display

window is captured, Kanno does not explicitly teach the use of data indicative of an

offset from a beginning of the web page. Robertson teaches a display system for

displaying lists of linked documents in the form of a web book, in which web pages are

converted into page objects and content is rendered on a resizable plane (Col. 7, 1. 65 -

Col. 8, 1. 23). The data structure for a page object includes a content part containing

line oriented information about the content of the page including the HTML specification,

spatial location of each line, scaling information, margin information, and information

about selectable regions (links) (Col. 8, 1. 41-48). The information is used to render

page content consistent with the HTML specification (Col. 8, 1. 47-49).

The HTML specification for the page contains data indicative of a tag of the web

page. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to combine the image display bookmark system taught by Kanno with the web

book document display system with the page object data structure with HTML

specification taught by Robertson, so that the user could store a bookmark marking a

specific tag within a web page, resulting in a tag specific bookmark and easier

navigation to a location within a web page.
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Claim 6 cites: The method of claim 1, wherein the indication of the designated

location includes data indicative of a text string at the designated location.

While Kanno teaches a bookmark registering process where data of an active display

window is captured, Kanno does not explicitly teach the use of data indicative of an

offset from a beginning of the web page. Robertson teaches a display system for

displaying lists of linked documents in the form of a web book, in which web pages are

converted into page objects and content is rendered on a resizable plane (Col. 7, 1. 65 -

Col. 8, 1. 23). The data structure for a page object includes a content part containing

line oriented information about the content of the page including the HTML specification,

spatial location of each line, scaling information, margin information, and information

about selectable regions (links) (Col. 8, 1. 41-48). The information is used to render

page content consistent with the HTML specification (Col. 8, 1. 47-49).

The HTML specification for the page constitutes data indicative of a text string of

the web page. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention to combine the image display bookmark system taught by Kanno with

the web book document display system with the page object data structure with HTML

specification taught by Robertson, so that the user could store a bookmark marking a

specific location within a web page, resulting in a location specific bookmark and easier

navigation to a location within a web page.
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Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Amelia Rutledge whose telephone number is (571 )272-

7508. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:30 - 5:00 Monday - Friday.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Joseph Feild can be reached on (571) 272-4090. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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